This document is meant to assist you in choosing the people with whom you study and the people on campus who you look to for academic assistance. Use this document as a reference while looking for study allies that work best for you!

**Our Peers are...**
- Our Classmates
- Those who have previously taken the classes we are in
- Students in our extracurricular organizations
- Tutors and Study Group Leaders

**Our Mentors are...**
- Instructors
- TAs
- Other campus faculty
- RAs

**Things to Consider...**

**Our Peers**
- Many of our peers share our majors, personalities, and interests, which can make collaboration on our schoolwork enjoyable
- Sometimes, working with friends can be distracting

**Our Mentors**
- Our mentors have more experience than we do, and are able to offer valuable insights through their expertise
- Sometimes, it can be difficult to connect with those who we view as authority figures